
The first sentence is the lead. It usually includes the first four W’s in that order.

The FFA is planning a car wash Sept. 10 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Shell station to raise 
money for scholarships.

The second sentence usually contains other elements unless they are obvious  
(how — car wash, is obvious) or are in the first sentence (why — scholarships).

Never put when or where at the beginning of the lead unless the object of the whole story is to 
announce a time or place. They usually belong at the end of the first sentence.

May 24 has been selected as the graduation date after much debate by the school board.

The usual news story will have a lead with the 5W’s and H. It also has a quote from an authority 
if possible. It contains no opinion except in a quote. The writer of the article does not put in his or 
her opinion and does not make “rah rah” statements such as, “let’s all get out and support the 
FFA in this worthy project.”

The longer news story is the result of interviews with the principal news sources (advisers, stu-
dents, administrators) and includes the information from the sources in direct quotes.

Direct quote:
“We are hoping to raise $1,500 for our scholarship fund,” said Joe Maxwell, FFA adviser.

Indirect quote:
The club is hoping to raise $1,500 for its scholarship fund, according to Joe Maxwell, FFA 
adviser.

The reporter is never inserted into a news story by the use of first person (I or we) and second 
person “you” is not used either. News stories are written third person.

Look at news items in the professional papers for examples.

The story is written in inverted pyramid 
style. That means that the most impor-
tant information (5W’s and H) are in the 
first paragraph. Each succeeding para-
graph includes less important informa-
tion. Use a new paragraph for each new 
speaker and each new idea. Connect 
paragraphs with transitions.

The story should pass the cut-off test, 
which means any number of the para-
graphs could be cut off from the bottom 
of the story (after the lead) and it will still 
make sense.

No ending is written to a news story. The 
reporter just keeps writing the informa-
tion in order of its importance to the 
reader until the information is all used. 
The editor can cut off unneeded information from the end of the story if space is short.

Write the 
answers 

to these in 
the same 

order:
Who?
What?
When?
Where?

Why?
How?

Journalism/News writing formula Name: __________________

Start with the key thought —
the most important information. 

Continue with details
in order of importance.

The cut-off test means 
these lower grafs can 

be cut and the 
story still makes 

sense.

THE INVERTED PYRAMID
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This lesson is 
intended to 

be used after 
the students 
have learned 

to identify 
the principal 

5W and H 
from the facts 
gathered for a 

news story.

Now that you have learned to select answers to the 5W’s and H questions and to pick 
the really essential facts from among them, you are ready to select the key thought. The 
key thought—the fact that will attract more readers and that is the most important to 
the story—will be placed at the very beginning of your lead.

Remember: Try to get all of the 5W’s and H in one sentence, maybe two, if possible.

The key thought may be the answer to any of the 5W or H questions — most likely to a 
Who? What? Why? or How? question. Sometimes in stories of future events, and only in 
special cases, will When? or Where? be a key thought.

A lead may be identified by what question a key thought answers. It will be either a 
Who, What, Why, How, When or Where lead.

 EXAMPLES:

WHO Lead
 Senior Thomas Spencer was elected president of the student body in an all-school 
election on March 15.

WHAT Lead
 A blazing bonfire, with flames leaping 90 feet in the air, highlighted the Spirit Week 
rally Thursday night in the parking lot next to Recreation Park.

WHY Lead
 To help students enroll in classes more quickly, Mike Hill, assistant principal, has in-
stalled a new computer enrollment system.

HOW Lead
 Driving 150 miles through drifting snow, Coach Ed Valdez safely delivered 
Wenatchee’s state-qualifying wrestlers to the tournament in Tacoma Friday night.

WHEN Lead
 Tuesday, May 28, after school, has been selected as the time for distribution of the 
2006 yearbook in the commons.

WHERE Lead
 Pasco’s remodeled stadium and track will be the site of the regional track meet, 
where Wenatchee will compete against teams from high schools in the Big Nine athletic 
conference May 20.
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